Introduction
Robust stability and robust control belong to fundamental problems in control theory and practice; various approaches have been proposed to cope with uncertainties that always appear in real plants as a result of identification /modelling errors, e.g. due to linearization and approximation, etc. A control system is robust if it is insensitive to differences between the actual plant and its model used to design the controller. To deal with an uncertain plant a suitable uncertainty model is to be selected and instead of a single model, behaviour of a whole class of models is to be considered. Robust control theory provides analysis and design approaches based upon an incomplete description of the controlled process applicable in the areas of non-linear and time-varying processes, including multi inputmulti output (MIMO) dynamic systems. MIMO systems usually arise as interconnection of a finite number of subsystems, and in general, multivariable centralized controllers are used to control them. However, practical reasons often make restrictions on controller structure necessary or reasonable. In an extreme case, the controller is split into several local feedbacks and becomes a decentralized controller. Compared to centralized full-controller systems such a control structure brings about certain performance deterioration; however, this drawback is weighted against important benefits, e.g. hardware, operation and design simplicity, and reliability improvement. Robust approach is one of useful ways to address the decentralized control problem (Boyd et al., 1994; Henrion et al., 2002; de Oliveira et al., 1999; Gyurkovics & Takacs, 2000; Ming Ge et al., 2002; Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005; Kozáková and Veselý, 2008; Kozáková et al., 2009a) . In this chapter two robust controller design approaches are presented: in the time domain the approach based on Linear (Bilinear) matrix inequality (LMI, BMI), and in the frequency domain the recently developed Equivalent Subsystem Method (ESM) (Kozáková et al., 2009b) . As proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers are the most widely used in industrial control systems, this chapter focuses on the time-and frequency domain PID controller design techniques resulting from both approaches. The development of Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) computational techniques has provided an efficient tool to solve a large set of convex problems in polynomial time (e.g. Boyd et al., 1994) . Significant effort has been therefore made to formulate crucial control problems in about controllers in other loops is not exploited, therefore obtained stability and performance conditions are only sufficient and thus potentially conservative. Section 3 presents a frequency domain robust decentralized controller design technique applicable for uncertain systems described by a set of transfer function matrices. The core of the technique is the Equivalent Subsystems Method -a Nyquist-based DC design method guaranteeing performance of the full system (Kozáková et al., 2009a; 2009b) . To guarantee specified performance (including stability), the effect of interactions is assessed using a selected characteristic locus of the matrix of interactions further used to reshape frequency responses of decoupled subsystems thus generating so-called equivalent subsystems. Local controllers of equivalent subsystems independently tuned to guarantee specified performance measure value in each of them constitute the decentralized (diagonal) controller; when applied to real subsystems, the resulting controller guarantees the same performance measure value for the full system. To guarantee robust stability over the specified operating range of the plant, the M-Δ stability conditions are used (Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005; Kozáková et al., 2009a Kozáková et al., , 2009b . Two versions of the robust DC design methodology have been developed: a the two-stage version Kozáková et al. 2009a) , where robust stability is achieved by additional redesign of the DC parameters; in the direct version, robust stability conditions are integrated in the design of local controllers for equivalent subsystems. Unlike standard robust approaches, the proposed technique allows considering full nominal model thus reducing conservatism of robust stability conditions. Further conservatism relaxing is achieved if the additive affine type uncertainty description and the related M af -Q stability conditions are used (Kozáková & Veselý, 2007; 2008) . In the sequel, X > 0 denotes positive definite matrix; * in matrices denotes the respective transposed term to make the matrix symmetric; I denotes identity matrix and 0 denotes zero matrix of the respective dimensions.
Robust PID controller design in the time domain
In this section the PID control problem formulation via LMI is presented that is appropriate for polytopic uncertain systems. Robust PID control scheme is then proposed for structured control gain matrix, thus enabling decentralized PID control design.
Problem formulation and preliminaries
Consider the class of linear affine uncertain time-invariant systems described as:
where () () f o r c o n t i n u o u s -t i m e s ystem ( ) ( 1) for discrete-time system 
The (decentralized) feedback control law is considered in the form
where F is an output feedback gain matrix. The uncertain closed-loop polytopic system is then
where
To assess the performance, a quadratic cost function known from LQ theory is frequently used. In practice, the response rate or overshoot are often limited, therefore we include the additional derivative term for state variable into the cost function to damp the oscillations and limit the response rate. 
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holds for the closed loop system (5), (6). Then the respective control (4) is called the guaranteed cost control and the value of J 0 is the guaranteed cost. The main aim of Section 2 of this chapter is to solve the next problem. Problem 2.1 Find a (decentralized) robust PID control design algorithm that stabilizes the uncertain system (1) with guaranteed cost with respect to the cost function (7) or (8).
www.intechopen.com We start with basic notions concerning Lyapunov stability and convexifying functions. In the following we use D-stability concept (Henrion et al., 2002) 
for all α such that ( ) C A α is given by (6).
Now recall the sufficient robust D-stability condition proposed in (Peaucelle et al., 2000) , proven as not too conservative (Grman et al., 2005 
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Note that matrices E and G are not restricted to any special form; they were included to relax the conservatism of the sufficient condition. To transform nonconvex problem of structured control (e.g. output feedback, or decentralized control) into convex form, the convexifying (linearizing) function can be used (Han&Skelton, 2003; deOliveira et al., 2000; Rosinová&Veselý, 2003; Veselý, 2003 
the linearization of
Both functions defined in (14) and (15) 
Robust optimal controller design
In this section the new design algorithm for optimal control with guaranteed cost is developed using parameter dependent Lyapunov function and convexifying approach employing iterative procedure. The proposed control design approach is based on sufficient stability condition from Lemma 2.1. The next theorem provides the new form of robust stability condition for linear uncertain system with guaranteed cost. 
iii. There exist matrices () 0 P α > defined by (11) and matrices H, G and F of the respective dimensions such that
AA B F C =+ denotes the i-th closed loop system vertex. Matrix F is the guaranteed cost control gain for the uncertain system (5), (6). Proof. For brevity the detail steps of the proof are omitted where standard tools are applied. (i) ⇔ (ii): the proof is analogous to that in (Rosinová, Veselý, Kučera, 2003 
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Substituting for x δ from (5) to (18) and comparing with (16) provides D-stability of the considered system when the latter inequality holds. The guaranteed cost can be proved by summing or integrating both sides of the following inequality for t from 0 to ∞:
The proof follows the same steps to the proof of Lemma 2.1: (iii) ⇒(ii) is proved in standard way multiplying both sides of (17) by the full rank matrix (equivalent transformation):
(ii) ⇒(iii) follows from applying a Schur complement to (16) 
The proposed guaranteed cost control design is based on the robust stability condition (17). Since the matrix inequality (17) is not LMI when both () P α and F are to be found, we use the inner approximation for the continuous time system applying linearization formula (15) together with using the respective quadratic forms to obtain LMI formulation, which is then solved by iterative procedure.
PID robust controller design for continuous-time systems
Control algorithm for PID is considered as 0 () 
where the PI controller term is included in () C A α . (For brevity we omit the argument t.) To simplify the denotation, in the following we consider PD controller (which is equivalent to the assumption, that the I term of PID controller has been already included into the system dynamics in the above outlined way) and the closed loop is described by
Let us consider the following performance index
which formally corresponds to (7). Then for Lyapunov function (11) we have the necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability with guaranteed cost in the form (16), which for continuous time system can be rewritten as:
The main result on robust PID control stabilization is summarized in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.2
Consider a continuous uncertain linear system (1), (2) with PID controller (19) and cost function (23). The following statements are equivalent: i Closed loop system (21) is robustly D-stable with PDLF (11) and guaranteed cost with respect to cost function (23):
. ii There exist matrices () 0 P α > defined by (11), and H, G, F and F d of the respective dimensions such that * 0 Summing up the l.h.s of (26) and (24) 
.) Then, inequality (25) is bilinear with respect to unknown matrices and can be solved either by BMI solver, or by linearization approach using (15) to cope with the respective unknown matrices products. For the latter case the PID iterative control design algorithm based on LMI (4x4 matrix) has been proposed. The resulting closed loop system with PD controller is
The extension of the proposed algorithm to decentralized control design is straightforward since the respective F and F d matrices are assumed as being of the prescribed structure, therefore it is enough to prescribe the decentralized structure for both matrices.
PID robust controller design for discrete-time systems
Control algorithm for discrete-time PID (often denoted as PSD controller) is considered as
control error () () ek w yk =− ; discrete time being denoted for clarity as k instead of t. PSD description in state space:
Combining (1) for tk ≈ and (29) the augmented closed loop system is received as
Note that there is a significant difference between PID (19) and PSD (28) control design problem: for continuous time PID structure results in closed loop system that is not strictly proper which complicates the controller design, while for discrete time PSD structure, the control design is formulated as static output feedback (SOF) problem therefore the respective techniques to SOF design can be applied. In this section an algorithm for PSD controller design is proposed. Theorem 2.1 provides the robust stability condition for the linear time varying uncertain system, where a constrained control structure can be assumed: considering () AA B F C = + , the inequality (17) is no more LMI. Then, to cope with the respective unknown matrix products the inner approximation approach can be used, when the resulting LMI is sufficient for the original one to hold. The next robust output feedback design method is based on (17) using additional constraint on output feedback matrix and the state feedback control design approach proposed respectively in (Crusius and Trofino, 1999; deOliveira et al., 1999) . For stabilizing PSD control design (without considering cost function) we have the following algorithm (taking H=0, Q=0, R=0, S=0). PSD controller design algorithm Solve the following LMI for unknown matrices F, M, G and P i of appropriate dimensions, the P i being symmetric, positive definite, M, G being any matrices with corresponding dimensions:
Compute the corresponding output feedback gain matrix
The algorithm above is quite simple and often provides reasonable results.
Examples
In this subsection the major contribution of the proposed approach: design of robust controller with derivative feedback is illustrated on the examples. The results obtained using the proposed new iterative algorithm based on (25) to design the PD controller are provided and discussed. The impact of matrix S choice is studied as well. We consider affine models of uncertain system (1), (2) with symmetric uncertainty domain: 
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Robust PID controller design in the frequency domain
In this section an original frequency domain robust control design methodology is presented applicable for uncertain systems described by a set of transfer function matrices. A twostage as well as a direct design procedures were developed, both being based on the Equivalent Subsystems Method -a Nyquist-based decentralized controller design method for stability and guaranteed performance (Kozáková et al., 2009a; 2009b) , and stability conditions for the M-Δ structure (Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005; Kozáková et al., 2009a Kozáková et al., , 2009b . Using the additive affine type uncertainty and related M af -Q structure stability conditions, it is possible to relax conservatism of the M-Δ stability conditions (Kozáková & Veselý, 2007) . in the standard feedback configuration (Fig. 1) ; w, u, y, e, d are respectively vectors of reference, control, output, control error and disturbance of compatible dimensions. Necessary and sufficient conditions for internal stability of the closed-loop in Fig. 1 
Preliminaries and problem formulation
For unstructured uncertainty, the set Π can be generated by either additive (E a ), multiplicative input (E i ) or output (E o ) uncertainties, or their inverse counterparts (E ia , E ii , E io ), the latter used for uncertainty associated with plant poles located in the closed right half-plane (Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 2005 
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Multiplicative input uncertainty:
Multiplicative output uncertainty:
Inverse additive uncertainty
Inverse multiplicative input uncertainty
Inverse multiplicative output uncertainty:
Standard feedback configuration with uncertain plant modelled using any above (Kozáková & Veselý, 2007; 2008 
where 0 () Gs is the "afinne" nominal model. Put into vector-matrix form, individual perturbed plants (elements of the set af Π ) can be expressed as follows
Standard feedback configuration with uncertain plant modelled using the additive affine type uncertainty is shown in Fig. 3 (on the left); by analogy with previous cases, it can be recast into the af M Q − structure in Fig. 3 (on the right) where www.intechopen.com 
Using singular value properties, the small gain theorem, and the assumptions that 
The main aim of Section 3 of this chapter is to solve the next problem.
Problem 3.1
Consider an uncertain system with m subsystems given as a set of N transfer function matrices obtained in N working points of plant operation, described by a nominal model
Decentralized controller design for performance: equivalent subsystems method
The Equivalent Subsystems Method (ESM) an original Nyquist-based DC design method for stability and guaranteed performance of the full system. According to it, local controller designs are performed independently for so-called equivalent subsystems that are actually Nyquist plots of decoupled subsystems shaped by a selected characteristic locus of the interactions matrix. Local controllers of equivalent subsystems independently tuned for stability and specified feasible performance constitute the decentralized controller guaranteeing specified performance of the full system. Unlike standard robust approaches, the proposed technique considers full mean parameter value nominal model, thus reducing conservatism of resulting robust stability conditions. In the context of robust decentralized controller design, the Equivalent Subsystems Method (Kozáková et. al., 2009b ) is applied to design a decentralized controller for the nominal model G 0 (s) as depicted in Fig. 4 . 
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Considering (63) and (64), the stability condition (37b) in Theorem 3.1 modifies as follows
and a simple manipulation of (65) The closed-loop in Fig. 4 comprising the system (60) and the decentralized controller (62) 
In such a case the full closed-loop system is at the limit of instability with equivalent subsystems generated by the selected () 
To guarantee stability, the following additional condition has to be satisfied simultaneously
Simply put, by suitably choosing :
it is possible to guarantee performance under the decentralized controller in terms of the degree of stability α . Lemma 3.1 provides necessary and sufficient stability conditions for the closedloop in Fig. 4 and conditions for guaranteed performance in terms of the degree of stability. Lemma 3.1 shows that local controllers independently tuned for stability and a specified (feasible) degree of stability of equivalent subsystems constitute the decentralized controller guaranteeing the same degree of stability for the full system. The design technique resulting from Corollary 3.1 enables to design local controllers of equivalent subsystems using any SISO frequency-domain design method, e.g. the Neymark D-partition method (Kozáková et al. 2009b) 
Using (80) and (78) the upper bounds for the complementary sensitivity of the nominal system (81)-(83) can be directly implemented in the ESM due to the fact that performance achieved in equivalent subsystems is simultaneously guaranteed for the full system. The main benefit of this approach is the possibility to specify maximum overshoot in the full system guaranteeing robust stability in terms of max 0 () T σ , translate it into minimum phase margin of equivalent subsystems and design local controllers independently for individual single input -single output equivalent subsystems. The design procedure is illustrated in the next subsection.
Example
Consider a laboratory plant consisting of two interconnected DC motors, where each armature voltage (U 1 , U 2 ) affects rotor speeds of both motors (ω 1 , ω 2 ). The plant was identified in three operating points, and is given as a set The Bode diagram design of local controllers for guaranteed PM was carried out for equivalent subsystems generated according to (74) using characteristic locus g 1 (s) of the matrix of interactions G m (s), i.e. Bode diagrams of compensated equivalent subsystems in Fig. 8 prove the achieved phase margin. Robust stability was verified using the original M af -Q condition (59) with p=2 and q 0 =1; as depicted in Fig. 8 , the closed loop under the designed controller is robustly stable. 
Conclusion
The chapter reviews recent results on robust controller design for linear uncertain systems applicable also for decentralized control design.
In the first part of the chapter the new robust PID controller design method based on LMI` is proposed for uncertain linear system. The important feature of this PID design approach is that the derivative term appears in such form that enables to consider the model uncertainties. The guaranteed cost control is proposed with a new quadratic cost function including the derivative term for state vector as a tool to influence the overshoot and response rate.
In the second part of the chapter a novel frequency-domain approach to the decentralized controller design for guaranteed performance is proposed. Its principle consists in including plant interactions in individual subsystems through their characteristic functions, thus yielding a diagonal system of equivalent subsystems. Local controllers of equivalent subsystems independently tuned for specified performance constitute the decentralized controller guaranteeing the same performance for the full system. The proposed approach allows direct integration of robust stability condition in the design of local controllers of equivalent subsystems. Theoretical results are supported with results obtained by solving some examples.
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